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Small Animal Medicine and Surgery includes 1,625 questions, including 300 new questions, on

anesthesiology, cardiology, dentistry, dermatology, hematology, medical diseases,

nephrology/urology, neurology, oncology, ophthalmology, preventive medicine, surgical diseases,

and theriogenology.Rationales are included with correct answers so readers will be able to

determine why an answer was correct and which areas require further study. Questions reflect

those likely to appear on the NBE.
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I passed boards without ever really using this book- I bought most of the Mosby's series as they

were highly recommended by other students/recent grads and professors. Many of the

questions/answers were out of date. The review questions are not similar to the format of boards

questions, so it doesn't help you that way either. If you are just looking for a supplemental book of

quick questions to test yourself on and you have the time for some extra study material, than these

books will be alright for you. If not, there are far more valuable resources out there for you to spend

your time and money on.Likes:Quick questionsCan do short study sessions between

class/clinicsDislikes:Some questions have out of date informationNot in board question formatSome

questions not relevant (would unlikely be on boards)Bottom line:There are better study resources

out there. Use this only if you have time for a supplemental study aid.
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I am using these books now, when I am in the early stages of studying and not really up to

regimented hard core studying. I just like to casually look at questions and see if I can answer them,

and this is great for thatI have heard these questions are harder than the ones on the real test, I am

hoping its true

These books are helpful and a good way to study for boards. Many people do not know how to

approach board review - with these books you can set yourself a goal of 50 or 100 questions per

day. Answers include explanations so you're not forced to look up wrong answers and try to

determine where got confused. Plus, the actual board exam questions are actually easier than

these. A good tune-up!

Nice Item.well recommended.

Pretty helpful.
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